NYC Market Q1 2019

UP, DOWN, EVEN: Market Metrics
While the data suggests that the Manhattan market continues to lag, the reality is much of
the market (namely co-ops) seems to be bouncing back from last year’s slump with positive
results in the first quarter. The surplus in new development inventory continues to depress
condo prices in both new development and resale, which is bringing down the overall
market outlook. Marketwide, average and median prices showed a decline, but prices for
resale co-ops actually remained even with Q1 2018, and saw a 3% increase in both median
sale price and median PPSF compared to Q4 2018. Closings declined by more than 5% YO-Y due mostly to double digit drops in condo closings (co-op closings declined a minimal
2%). The relatively strong numbers for the co-op and $1-2M markets in Manhattan is
consistent with what we’ve seen on the ground as activity is significantly higher, and
demand is stronger compared to the second half of 2018.

Similarly in Brooklyn, marketwide numbers are a bit misleading. While overall median
prices have dropped, this is due to an ongoing shift of market activity to traditionally
lower-priced neighborhoods. This trend pushed sale prices up in those areas yet again this
quarter, but brought overall borough-wide sale prices down by 5% compared to last year.
The total share of sales priced over $750,000 fell by 6% this quarter, while sales in BedfordStuyvesant, Crown Heights, Prospect Lefferts Gardens & Bushwick had twice the market
share versus Q1 2018. Closings were also down, largely attributable to a six-year low in the
condo market and a steep drop of new development closings, but the co-op market has
remained stable with both closings and contracts signed essentially even year-over-year.
Our prognosis is a stable market in traditionally higher-priced neighborhoods with
continued scarcity of inventory, and a dramatic increase in prices and activity at the lowerend of the market as overall demand in Brooklyn remains strong.

Take a look below at a breakdown of the Manhattan and Brooklyn markets in Q4 by both
segment and price.
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Manhattan Marketwide
Inventory
6,830 Active Listings

DOWN from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Marketwide, active inventory only rose 6%
Y-o-Y — while this was the smallest Y-o-Y increase in seven quarters,
the total number of active listings this quarter represents the highest
first quarter total since Q1 2012. Continued buyer hesitation and new
development launches played a major role in this quarter’s increase
in inventory.

Pricing
Median Sale Price: $1.074M
Median PPSF: $1,246/sf

UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: For the fifth consecutive quarter, Manhattan’s median
price and median PPSF figures saw a Y-o-Y decline. Median sale price
declined -2% Y-o-Y, but was up 4% compared to last quarter, and
median PPSF was down -6% Y-o-Y and down -3% from Q4 2018. Like
other metrics, co-op median sale price and PPSF figures remained
essentially even with Q1 2018. Condo median price figures declined for
the third quarter in a row, slightly offset by specific new development
sales. Closings at select high-end developments began this quarter,
resulting in a 45% increase in closed sales over $10M.

Contracts
Total Contracts Signed: 2,529

UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: The overall number of contracts signed was down -6%
compared to Q1 2018, but up 3% from Q4 2018 (2,452 total contracts
signed) to 2,529 total contracts signed this quarter which is unusual
and indicates the market bouncing back as Q4 is customarily
expected to have higher contract activity than Q1.

Closings
Total Number of Closings: 2,404

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Marketwide, Q1 2019 showed a 5% decline in total
number of closings, and represented the lowest first quarter, in terms
of total number of closed sales, since 2009. However, sales activity this
quarter varied widely between co-op vs. condo sales — total co-op
closings declined by a minimal 2%, while double digit drops in both
new development and resale condo closings pushed the overall
Manhattan figure down.

Manhattan By Segment
Under $1M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing DOWN
Median PPSF: $970/sf
1,917 New Listings
1,134 Contracts Signed
1,425 Closings

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
EVEN from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
UP from
from Q4,
Y-o-Y Y-o-Y
UP
Q4 DOWN
2018, DOWN

Our Analysis: Apartments closing below $1M saw a significant
increase in days on market due to growing supply, which also lead to
a slight softening in prices. However, contract activity remained fairly
constant Y-o-Y and compared to last quarter, with the lower end of
the market continuing to trade well.

$1-2M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing EVEN
Median PPSF: $1,349/sf
1,409 New Listings
747 Contracts Signed
871 Closings

UP from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
EVEN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: New inventory was up this quarter, and contracts signed
saw a slight decline, but median PPSF was essentially even Y-o-Y, as
the $1-2M market has continued to stabilize this quarter compared to
the second half of 2018.

$2-4M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings EVEN, Pricing DOWN
Median PPSF: $1,701/sf
1,021 New Listings
445 Contracts Signed
652 Closings

UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
EVEN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: While total number of signed contracts and median
PPSF declined slightly Y-o-Y, median PPSF rose slightly compared to
last quarter, and new listings remained even with Q1 2018. Lower
asking prices and negotiability, especially in the $3M+ market, also
helped ease average days on market in this price range, and total
number of closings actually saw a slight Y-o-Y increase in the $2-4M
sub-market.

$4-10M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings EVEN, Pricing DOWN
Median PPSF: $2,706/sf
567 New Listings
222 Contracts Signed
315 Closings

UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: New development closings, which make up a large part
of the $4M+ market, declined 9% year-over-year, making Q1 2019 the
second lowest quarter for sponsor closings since 2009. In response to
the slower pre-sales environment, several new developments have
paused or postponed sales until they are further along in
construction. Q1 2019 actually experienced a lower number of new
unit introductions than sales, although a much greater glut of
inventory exists both off-market and in the pipeline.

Brooklyn Marketwide
Inventory
2,104 Active Listings

UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: After hitting a five-year low point during Q4 2017,
inventory levels have since been trending upwards, and this quarter
was no exception. BK inventory was up 18% Y-o-Y, and up 8%
compared to Q4 2018. Increased inventory likely led to a Y-o-Y
increase in days on market, although notably, studio and one bedroom
listings grew by double-digits while the number of 2-3+ bedroom
listings rose minimally, and remained the fastest moving product type.

Pricing
Median Asking Price: $650K
Median PPSF: $915

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Brooklyn’s median sale price dropped -5% Y-o-Y and -3%
compared to Q4 2018, following an ongoing shift of market activity to
traditionally lower priced neighborhoods. This trend brought the
borough-wide median sale price down to $650,000 — almost even
with Q3 of 2016 — however this quarter also saw a 5% Y-o-Y increase
in median PPSF, and a 14% increase compared to last quarter.

Contracts
821 Total Contracts Signed

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Contract activity fell year-over-year, but only by a
modest 4%, while days on market saw a double-digit decrease (-15%
Y-o-Y) as much needed inventory growth renewed buyer interest.

Closings
1,279 Total Closings

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Total number of closings this quarter declined 9% Y-o-Y,
particularly exaggerated relative to a very strong Q1 2018, which saw
the second highest number of closings of any first quarter in the last 10
years. This quarters decline was largely due to a six-year low of resale
condo closings and a 19% drop in new development closings; co-op
closings were actually up 2% Y-o-Y.

Brooklyn By Segment
Under $1M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing UP
Median Price: $650,000
2,462 New Listings
1,463 Contracts Signed
1,100 Closings

EVEN from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
EVEN from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: The Q1 2019 median sale price in BK was $650,000 - 5%
lower year-over-year, and the lowest figure seen since Third Quarter
2016. This was due to both an increase in the market share of sales of
smaller residences, along with a shift of market activity to
traditionally lower priced areas.

$1-2M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing EVEN
Median Price: $1,360,000
1,515 New Listings
671 Contracts Signed
503 Closings

DOWN from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Prices have remained even in the $1-2M segment of the
market, although much like the rest of the BK market, days on market
and closings saw a slight drop this quarter, as inventory is finally
increasing again across all pricing segments. Contracts signed are up,
as buyers show signs of re-engagement in the market after an
extended period of extremely low inventory.

$2-4M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing DOWN
Median Price: $2,515,000
479 New Listings
156 Contracts Signed
150 Closings

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
EVEN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Closings and contracts were both down in this price
range, although Q1 2019 saw far fewer new development closings in
this price category than the same quarter last year. This year, a
majority of closings in the $2-4M market have been townhomes or
resale condos, whereas 2018 saw considerably more luxury new dev
closings in the first quarter.

$4-10M

Vs. Q1 2018 - New Listings UP, Pricing DOWN
Median Price: $4,327,918
134 New Listings
25 Contracts Signed
13 Closings

DOWN from Q4 2018, DOWN Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, UP Y-o-Y
UP from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y
DOWN from Q4 2018, EVEN Y-o-Y

Our Analysis: Similar to the $2-4M price segment, the $4M+ market
was once again primarily townhomes as opposed to luxury condos Q1 2018 saw closings at PierHouse, 171 Columbia Street and others. In
Q1 2019, only one condo unit (at 90 Furman) fell in to this pricing
segment, which brought down both number of closings and median
price.

Brooklyn
Q1 2019

About Isil Yildiz
Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker
isil@compass.com
985.714.4470
Dedicated to helping her clients realize their individual goals, Isil provides an exceptional real
estate experience whether buying, selling, or renting in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and beyond. Isil's
thorough understanding of the intricate residential sales and rental process and in-depth
market knowledge makes her a trusted advisor for her clients ranging from first-time home
owners to experienced investors.
Since 2014, Isil has closed more than 60 sales transactions across countless neighborhoods in
Manhattan and Brooklyn and has extensive experience in co-ops, condos, single-family homes,
and multi-family properties for both end-users and investors.
Isil’s goal is to make a daunting process transparent and easy by educating her clients on the
overall process at the onset and explaining all intricacies throughout. She regularly presents
home-buying seminars at various companies, lenders, and financial advisory firms.
Originally from Turkey, Isil moved to Texas at age 10. She holds a BA in Political Science from
Yale University and a law degree from The University of Texas, Austin. Currently, Isil lives with
her husband Bill in Gramercy, returning to Manhattan after six years in Cobble Hill.

Our Clients Say it Best
"Having a team on your side
that are experts in their field
while also being friendly and
comfortable to work with is a
must when buying a home in
NYC's fast-paced market. We
got all that and more when
working with Isil, and truly
feel blessed in our new
home!”
— Neha & Jack, buyers of a twobed condo in Crown Heights

“Isil was the first realtor we
spoke to—and we spoke to a
lot—who clearly knew what
she was talking about. She is
savvy and has razor-sharp
instincts that are essential in
the zoo that is NYC real
estate. As first-time home
buyers, we felt incredibly
s u p p o r t e d i n th i s l i fe changing process.”
— Brendan & Jan, buyers
of a co-op on the UWS

“Isil and her team are smart,
hard-working, and a pleasure to
work with. Isil provided us with
a great market analysis to help
us decide whether to rent or sell
our Brooklyn loft. After we
decided to sell, she and Isabel
worked tirelessly to get our
apartment ready for listing and
find the right buyer. We can’t
wait to work with Isil and her
team again!”
— Sellers of a Brooklyn loft

“Isil and Isabel are incredibly
dedicated, smart, and have a
total command of the NYC
market . We tr uste d the i r
judgment and knew they could
handle all of the minutiae of
each transaction, which made
selling and buying much less
stressful. We love where we live
now and are so grateful to them
for making it possible!”
— Danielle & Sean, sellers
of a condo in Boerum Hill

